
 

 

Light of Heaven 
Made by Joanne Cantrell, Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator  
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Supplies: 

 Stamp Sets: Joyful Nativity (141565), Star of Light* (142110 HC) 

 Paper: Very Vanilla Cardstock (101650), Night of Navy Cardstock (100867), Foil Sheets – Gold (132622) 

 Inks: Memento Pad (132705), VersaMark (102283), Crushed Curry Classic Stampin’ Pad (131173) 

 Embellishments: Metallic Thread - Gold (138401), Stampin’ 
Emboss Powder – Gold (109129), Wink of Stella Glitter 
Brush – Gold (141898) 

 Adhesives: Dimensionals (104430), Multipurpose Glue 
(110755) 

 Tools: Starlight Thinlits Dies* (141840), Big Shot Die-Cutting 
Machine (143263), Precision Base Plate (139684), Die Brush 
(140603 optional), Heat Tool (129053), Embossing Buddy 
(103083 optional), Clear Blocks as needed 

 *SAVE with Bundles:  Star of Light Bundle (143508) 
includes Star of Light Stamp Set and Starlight Thinlits Dies 

 

Measurements:     

 Vanilla:  4-1/4” x 5-1/2” Base-portrait 

 Navy:  2-1/4” x 5-1/2” right triangle; 4-1/4” x 3-1/2” right 
triangle 

 Gold:  12” x ½” strip; 2-3/4” x 2-3/4” square 



Instructions:  

1. Cut pieces as shown above.  DO NOT CUT the gold strip in two yet.  Cut star from gold square.   

Tip: I added a piece of cardstock between the die and top acrylic plate to get the circle detail. 

2. Stamp images and sentiments onto card base as shown on inside and front.  Use Memento ink for all 
stamping except the rays around the inside star.  Use Crushed Curry for the rays.   

Tip: I place stamps where I want with lightly place clear block on top of them.  Then I move off onto 
grid paper and apply more pressure so stamps adhere… Precise placement without possible ink 
transfer. 

3. Use your finger to flick or tap the Wink of Stella brush to apply gold splatter to card front. 

4. Use VersaMark to stamp star cluster on to each triangle.  
Cover stamped images with embossing powder.  Tap off 
excess powder and use heat tool to set.  

Tip: Before stamping, run embossing buddy over the 
navy cardstock to help extra powder to shake off.   

5. Adhere gold strips to navy pieces using Multipurpose glue 
(aka Tombow).  This may be a little tricky.  Line up the strip 
along one of the navy pieces as shown to the right.  Trim.  
Then, line up along the other.  This should allow two pieces 
from one strip to conserve foil. 

Tip:  Glue once both pieces have been cut. 

6. Gently crease star to give 3D effect.  

Tip: Lines that lead to each point should be a “mountain” fold – meaning they rise up.  The lines 
between the points should be “valley” folds meaning the sink down.  Do not crease to much and do 
not use a bone folder to help crease.  It will ruin the foil paper. 

7. Stack two Dimensionals and apply on to the back of the star in the middle.  Bunch thread and adhere 
to Dimensionals.  Please another Dimensional on top of the others to make a thread sandwich. 

8. Use Dimensionals to attach triangles to card front.  Then adhere star in upper corner.   

 

NOTE:  This will not fit into a regular envelop without bending star…. I guess I have more work! 


